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1156+470 has been observed with LOFAR HBA (Dutch 
stations only) as a part of Tier I survey and the FACET 
pipeline enabled us to reach easily the upper limit for the 
noise required by this survey. 

On a 1.6 GHz MERLIN image of the source only a single 
lobe (W) is visible (cross indicates the position of an 
optical counterpart taken from the SDSS). 5 GHz image 
shows the presence of a very weak component C, which is 
probably a radio core, and a fading lobe W. 

LOFAR observations revealed much more extended (79 
kpc) weak emission associated with 1156+470.

The evolution of extragalactic sources has been an important issue in the study of active galactic nuclei (AGNs) for many years and is still a subject of 
deliberation.

Standard evolutionary model created based on numerous observations assumes that GPS (Gigahertz Peak Spectrum) and CSS (Compact Steep Spectrum) 
sources are precursors to a large-scale radio-galaxies of FRI/FRII type (Kunert-Bajraszewska et al. 2010, 2016).
During their evolution the radio jets of compact sources try to leave their host galaxy and develop into a large-scale structures. However, statistical 
studies have revealed that there is a significant excess of small, low-luminosity sources in comparison to powerful, fully developed, luminous radio-
galaxies (O’Dea et al. 1991;). This indicates that not all GPS and CSS are able to evolve into large-scale structures, and some of them show intermittent, 
recurrent activity on a scale of several thousands years (Wolowska et al. 2017). Evidence of such an event may be extensive, scattered emission around 
the source, which is a remnant of the previous phase of activity, where jet propagation has been withheld and smeared on a small scales.

We have now entered an era of unsurpassed access to the sky at extremely low frequencies. The capabilities of instruments such as LOFAR and GMRT 
allow us to capture this relic emission and thus provide the unique opportunity to study the life cycle of radio sources also on small scales.
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Source 1053+505 observed at 1.6 GHz with MERLIN 
shows a complex structure on small scales, with 
two lobes and expanding outflow (E1).
Image obtained with LOFAR shows also an 
extended structure around the source on a scale 
of 135 kpc.

Soon we will be able to present more detailed 
radio image of compact CSS and GPS sources 
obtained with LOFAR international baselines. 
These observations will help us to have a great 
insight inside these objects, thanks to the sub-
arcesond resolution they offer.

The GHz-peaked spectrum (GPS) and compact steep spectrum (CSS) sources form a well-defined class of young compact radio objects and are 
considered to be entirely contained within the host galaxy (Fanti et al. 1990). During their evolution, the radio jets expand and start a dramatic 
process of leaving the host galaxy. When developing in dense environment the weaker jets are more vulnerable for instabilities and disruption. 
Such interactions may seriously change the morphology of young radio sources or even halt the jet propagation. Some of them can start to fade 
away
although the probable episodic nature of the radio activity can bring them back to life after this quiescent period.

We suspect that many compact AGNs are immersed in extended steep spectrum radio emission in which the history of recurrent activity and 
interaction with the host galaxy medium is recorded as in the case of 1156+470 and 1053+505 shown below.
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